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Contemporary world music, with multiple influences and distinctive features of jazz and fusion, 
where each instrument is pushed beyond its traditional functions in search of a profound level 
of expression. 
!
Contemporary musical trio made up of Ariel Vigo (alto saxophone), Salvador Toscano (drums) 
and Matías Míguez, (electric bass guitar), all with their own extensive experience playing 
diverse styles with international artists. 
!
Originally from Buenos Aires, the trio reencountered in Barcelona and began to coincide at 
regular jazz sessions in the city, until 2007 when they created Vigorous. Their own original 
project that, as the name suggests, is full of energy and vigour on stage. The trio initially 
interpreted jazz standards in their own, unique style, and as of 2012, began to elaborate an 
original repertoire that gave way to their first record. 
!
On stage, the trio is characterized by a high level of mutual interaction and a strong connection 
with the audience. This, combined with a powerful sound and touches of improvisation, brings 
contemporary jazz closer to the listeners. 
!
A breath of fresh air on the multicultural jazz scene of Barcelona, Spain.

Vigorous

The Trio
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Videos

[ VIGOROUS EPK ] [ LIVE CONCERT ]

[ PLAY TO VIEW THE LINK ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6YhH1AE8e4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7OurupsB1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7OurupsB1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6YhH1AE8e4&feature=youtu.be
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Music

[ PLAY TO LISTEN TO THE LINK ]

Villa Characato 05:40

Calostro 07:40

Palestra 06:40

http://climaxamish.com/vigorous_music/04%20-%20VIGOROUS%20-%20VILLA%20CHARACATO.mp3
http://climaxamish.com/vigorous_music/03%20-%20VIGOROUS%20-%20CALOSTRO.mp3
http://climaxamish.com/vigorous_music/05%20-%20VIGOROUS%20-%20PALESTRA.mp3
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How does Vigorous sound?
Vigorous is the result of years of experience, playing along with recognized 
international artists and different musical styles, at uncountable festivals and clubs all 
over the world. 
!
The trio is recognized for its fresh and spontaneous sound that combines acoustic and 
electrical elements and allows for the exploration of new sounds based on the 
exchange of timbre and instrumental functions. 
!
Their pieces are composed jointly, based on the deconstruction of folk styles and 
world music, amalgamated with fusion and jazz. A bold composition with an open 
approach that favours structures of improvisation. 
!
A musical concept that captures the attention of a specialised audience, as well as 
those looking to discover something new. 
!
Aesthetically influenced by artists like Avishai Cohen, Wayne Shorter, Joshua Redman 
or Aka Moon, they have developed a strong identity that entices and connects with 
the audience through powerful live performance. 
!
!
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Biographies

Salvador Toscano
Drums

Ariel Vigo
Alto Sax

Matías Míguez
Electric bass guitar

!
see biography

!
see biography

!
see biography
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Biography

www.salvadortoscano.com

Salvador Toscano 
Drums
He studied Drum Performance with the Sindicato Argentino 
de Músicos (Argentine Syndicate of Musicians) and at the 
Escuela de Música Popular de Avellaneda (Avellaneda School 
of Popular Music), with teachers with national and 
international careers like José Maria “Pepi” Taveira and Aldo 
Caviglia. He has taken part in Master Classes with musicians 
such as Ron Carter, Christian McBride, Kurt Rosenwinkle and 
Miguel Zenón. Toscano has been teaching, both in schools 
and private classes, since 1996. He is characterised by his 
versatility and broad development in different styles, from jazz 
and world music, to rock and funk. This has brought him to 
work as a sideman, collaborating in concerts, tours and 
festivals all over the world, as well as participating in more 
than thirty studio recordings with artists such as Marta Gómez, 
Antonio Serrano, Sofía Ribeiro, Soledad Vilamil, Raúl Lavié, 
José Reinoso and Tom Principato, among others. In 2008 he 
obtained an endorsement from Sonar Drums and Meinl 
Cymbals, and in 2012, from Cajones DG.

http://www.salvadortoscano.com
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www.arielvigo.com

Ariel Vigo 
Alto Sax

Biography

Born in Buenos Aires, Vigo studied music and classical 
saxophone at the Conservatorio Municipal de Música de 
Avellaneda (Avellaneda School of Music). 
He studied jazz at the EMPA in Buenos Aires and the ESMUC 
in Barcelona and has taken Master Classes with leading 
figures such as Bob Mintzer, Jerry Bergonzi, David Liebman 
and Paquito D’Rivera. He has been endorsed by the reed 
producer Rico International. 
Since he settled in Barcelona in 2001, Ariel Vigo has been on 
many different stages and participated in European Festivals 
like the North Sea Jazz Festival and Jazz in Marciac, to name 
but a few. He has shared the stage and collaborated with 
international musicians such as Roberto Fonseca, Jorge 
Pardo, Benny Golson, Cedar Walton and Ron Carter. 
To talk of Ariel Vigo is to talk of a refined musical sound with a 
natural swing, purely guided by his instinct, that strives to 
transmit to the audience a distinct sound, which is daring, 
magnetic, honest and full of energy.

http://www.arielvigo.com
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Matías Míguez
Electric bass guitar
He trained as a musical performer with a speciality in electric 
bass guitar at the Escuela Popular de Música del Sindicato 
Argentino de Músicos (The School of Popular Musical of the 
Argentine Syndicate of Musicians) and through private tuition 
with Josengo Frojan and Javier Malosetti. His interest in world 
music has lead him to perform with diverse artists all over the 
world, at festivals like the Barcelona Jazz Festival, Falcon 
Ridge New York and Montremblant Blues, Montreal. Resident 
in Barcelona since 2003, Míguez has shared the stage and 
studio sessions with artists like Jorge Pardo, Chico Cesar and 
Antonio Restucci. His experience as a sideman and musical 
director, his strength and sound, his rare ability and 
knowledge of improvisation have all contributed to the 
numerous praise he has received in the music press in more 
than eighteen countries. His bass appears on more that 
twenty-five albums from prestigious labels like Boa Records 
and New Mood Jazz. Since 1997 he has been giving private 
lessons and teaching in electric bass and music schools.

Biography
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What they say about us

“After listening to the album several times, you are compelled to 
listen again (something that is uncommon with the music I 
receive)! It contains a fresh sound, spontaneous, energetic, 
organic and warm, very well managed in its casual progression. 
The approach of the instrumentation (focus and interaction, 
articulations, sound development), in it’s execution as well a the 
composition of the pieces, has been channelled to the outer 
spheres of artistic expression, without missing the presence of any 
harmonic instrument. 
A high quality of group and individual execution is obvious as well 
as a notable connection between the trio.” 
!
José Luis Cladera 
Director of the Pascual Grisolía National Symphony of the Blind, 
Buenos Aires 

“With a friendly, abundant and expectant crowd, the trio  
Vigorous appeared, made up of Ariel Vigo, Salvador Toscano y 
Matías Míguez. With an unmistakeable, frenetic and tireless 
sound, the concert started with a full house. 
The group managed to capture the audience for seventy-five 
minutes of performance without losing its energy for a second. In 
this second edition, the Vigorous of 3 rd October 2015 in 
Altafujazz, showed a more mature and developed side”. 
!
Toni Pla Santamans  
Artistic Director, Altafujazz 
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Contact

National 
Ariel Vigo 

vigoroustrio@gmail.com 
659 053 087 

International 
Ricardo Jiménez 
ricardo.jimenez@lethemusicplay.com 
+34 659 664 633 
!

Web

Youtube

Facebook

www.vigoroustrio.wixsite.com/vigorous 

www.youtube.com/channel/UCXr9VpX3v3MkSO2TcnhYM2A

www.facebook.com/vigorousarielvigo/

http://www.vigoroustrio.wixsite.com/vigorous
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXr9VpX3v3MkSO2TcnhYM2A
http://www.facebook.com/vigorousarielvigo/
http://www.facebook.com/vigorousarielvigo/

